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Abstract-The limitations of commonly used separable extensions of one-dimensional transforms, such as the 

Fourier and wavelet transforms, in capturing the geometry of image edges are well known.A ―true‖ two 

dimensional transform that can capture the intrinsic  geometrical structure that is key in visual information. The 

main challenge in exploring geometry in images  comes from the discrete nature of the data. Thus, unlike other 

approaches, such as curvelets, that first develop a transform in the continuous domain and then discretize for 

sampled data, our approach starts with a discrete-domain construction and then studies its convergence to an 

expansion in the continuous domain. Specifically, a discrete-domain  multiresolution and multidirection 

expansion using non-separable filters, in much the same way that wavelets were derived from filter banks. This 

construction results in a flexible multiresolution, local, and directional image expansion using contour segments, 

and thus it is named the contourlet transform. The discrete contourlet transform has a fast iterated filter bank 

algorithm that requires an order N operations for N-pixel images. Furthermore, we establish a precise link 

between the developed filter bank and the associated continuous domain contourlet expansion via a directional 

multiresolution analysis framework. We show that with parabolic scaling and sufficient directional vanishing 

moments, contourlets achieve the optimal   approximation rate for piecewise smooth functions with  

discontinuities along twice continuously differentiable curves. Finally, we show some numerical experiments 

demonstrating the potential of contourlets in several image processing applications.  

 

Key Terms—Sparse representation, wavelets, contourlets, filter banks, multiresolution,  multidirection, contours, 

geometric image processing  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The    proficient illustration of pictorial information lies at the core of many image processing tasks, which 

includessegmentation ,denoising, compression,feature extraction, and inverse solutions of  short comings 

.Proficiency  of a representation shows  the ability to capture  important  information about an object of interest with 
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a small description. For content-based image retrieval system , image compression  and image segmentation , the 

use of an effectivedemonstrationdenotes the solidity of the compressed file or the directory entry for each image in 

the  image database.  

Wavelets have been recognized as the correct tool for representing the  one-dimensional piecewise smooth 

signals,because wavelets  provide an optimumillustration for these signals in a certain sense [1], [2]. In addition, the 

wavelet representation is responsive to efficient algorithms; in particular it leads to fast transforms and convenient 

tree data structures. These are the key reasons for the success of wavelets in many signal processing and 

communication applications; for example, the wavelet transform was adopted as the transform for the new image-

compression [3]. 

However, natural images are not cumulative heaps of one dimensional  piecewise smooth scanes; the break points 

(i.e. edges) are typically placedbesideeven(smooth) curves (i.e. contours) owing  to even boundaries of physical 

objects. Thus, natural images haveessential and fundamental geometrical structures which  are vital features  in 

visual information system. As a consequence of a discreteaddition from one-dimensional bases, wavelets in two-

dimensional  are good for separating the  breaking points at edge points, but will not visible  the evenness along the 

contours. In addition, separable wavelets can capture only limited directional information an important and unique 

feature of multidimensional signals. These disappointing behaviors indicate that more powerful representations are 

needed in higher dimensions[4]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The curvelet transform  is hybrid transform which was created originallyin the continuous domain [4]  with  

multiscale filtering and ridgelet transform [9] on each bandpass image using a block of image partition. After it  , the 

authorsE. J. Cand`es and D. L. Donoho proposed the second generation curvelet transform [5] that was well-defined 

directly via frequency partitioning dispossessed of using the ridgelet transform. Both curvelet creations require a 

rotation operation and correspond to a two dimensional  frequency partition based on the polar coordinate. This 

createsthe curvelet construction trivial  in the continuous domain but bases the putting into practice for discrete 

images sampled on a rectangular grid  to be very fascinating. In precise, potential critical sampling seems 

challenging in such discretized constructions the cause for this difficulty, it rely on the typical rectangular sampling 

grid enacts a prior geometry to discrete images; e.g. strong bias toward horizontal and vertical directions. This fact 

motivates the development of a directional multiresolution transform like curvelets, but directly in the discrete 

domain, which results in the contourlet construction described in this paper. 

Furthermore,here advantage from the deep-rootedfamiliarity in transform  coding when applying contourlets to 

image compression (e.g. for bit allocation).Numerous other well-known systems that provide multiscale and 

directional image representations include: Two- Dimensional Gabor wavelets [15], the cortex transform [16], the 

steerable pyramid [17], 2-D directional wavelets [18], brushlets [19], and complex wavelets [20]. The 

keydissimilarities between these systems and the contourlet construction is that the previous approaches do not agree 

for a different number of directions at each scale while achieving approximately critical sampling. In addition, our 
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construction employs iterated filter banks, which makes it computationally well-organized, and there is a precise 

association with continuous-domain expansions.  

In a more recent work [25], developed a critically sampled contourlet transform, which  call CRISP-contourlets, 

using a combined iterated nonseparable filter bank for both multiscale and directional decomposition.It would like to 

point out that the decoupling of multiscale and directional disintegration stages offers a simple and flexible 

transform, but at the cost of a small redundancy (up to one third of , which comes from the Laplacian pyramid). 

Accoring to Xiao feng Li  et. al.  (2012)[32],the NSCT has been proposed by Cunha and Do [6,7] , to  remove the  

aliasing of frequency  from contourlet and improve its  selective directionand shift-invariance. The NSCT gives a 

complete shift-invariant and multiscale representation, similar to the redundant wavelet transform, with a 

quickoperation. Here, briefly introduce the construction of the NSCT. For the filter design, refer from the [6]. The 

contourlet transform employs Laplacian pyramids (LPs) [10,11], for multiscale decomposition, and directional filter 

banks for directional decomposition [12]. 

 Xue Bi et. al.[33]  proposed their work as image is broken into one multiple  level,and it is then decomposed into 

eight directionalsubbands.Small coefficients are darked,while large coefficients are colored white, here see a small 

number of large coefficients.Thus the contourlet transform  successfully gave the sparse directional subbands for 

images. The contourlets achieve the optimal nonlinear approximation behavior for section wise plane function,which 

is different from smooth contours.The decay rates of approximation error for images by different basis of   

parameters, where  ,let x is the original image, mdenotes the index of the m-largest coefficients of image ,and xm is 

the m-term approximation of  imagex.  

 The tunable-Q contourlet-based multi-sensor image fusion the contourlet transform(CT) outpaces wavelet 

transforms  for image representation, but it developes aliasing components outside of the preferred pass band section 

[15]. By employing the nonsubsampled CT (NSCT) overcome the aliasing components.So  result of 

nonsubsampling,requires huge data processing and suffers too high computational complexity, Haijiang wang,et.al 

[34]. In order to achieve an antialiasing transform with realistic computational complexity,it developed a innovative 

version of the CT that uses a new multiscale pyramid structure in lieu of the Laplacian pyramid of the CT. The basic 

of antaliasing CT is sharply restricted in the frequency domain and provides it with more desirable de-noising and 

fusion results than the CT [15] [19]. 

  F. Luisier et. al. [35]Linear expansion of thresholds (LET) is parametrizing the errorneous image  probability 

density function  and then deriving the corresponding estimator, it directly parametrize the estimator. More 

precisely, it  describe the denoising process F as a linear combination of k possibly non-linear processing Fk, i.e. 

       ( )  ∑    ( )

 

   

 

Since the effective part of the processing is usually a thresholding performed in a transform-domain, it have coined 

the  above formulation of the denoising process a linear expansion of thresholds (LET). 
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Mingwei Chui  et. al. [31] described in their paper that ,an improved image denoising method based on a nonlinear 

thresholding function with adaptive bayes threshold in nonsubsampled contourlet transform  domain. For removing 

the shortcomings of the same threshold, the noise deviation of the different sub-band are estimated based on the 

coefficients of different directions and level sub-bands in NST domain, and the thresholds of every sub-band is 

estimated by bayesian threshold  method.  

After deciding the thresholds, a nonlinear thresholding function was chosen to overcome the shortcomings of the 

soft and the hard thresholding function.The simulation results show that removal of  Gaussian white noise more 

effectively, and get a higher PSNR value and keep image texture and detail information more clearly, which also has 

a better visual effect. 

 

III. THEORY DISCUSSION 

 

With the rise in the number of image  pixels per unit area of a chip, modern image capturing devices are ever more 

sensitive to noise.So,camera manufacturers,depend on image denoising algorithms to reduce the effects of such 

noise artifacts in the resultant image. Recently  denoising methods use different approaches to address the problem. 

Image denoising signal is used to remove the additive noise while holding as much as possible the important signal 

features. Denoising images corrupted by Gaussian noise using wavelet techniques is very effective because of its 

ability to capture the energy of a signal in few energy transform values and represent them as group of pixels as 

shown in figure 1. Wavelet transform is good at energy compaction, the small coefficient are more likely due to 

noise and large coefficient due to important signal feature. 

 

Figure:1.An illustration of wavelet-based contourlet transform[33]. 

 So, Wavelet based   denoising methods are important  in the area of image noise reduction. Over the last decade, it 

has been commonly used in images denoising. 

NST transformationis linear in nature, so it have two  parts of  coefficients:  original image coefficient and  noise 

coefficient. The coefficients of original image is large and dense, while the coefficients of noise is small and sparse. 

Therefore,to arrange with them, a proper threshold method required. The image signal can be recovered after 
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reconstruction with the new image and noise coefficients. The basic principle of the reducing threshold denoising 

algorithm in NST domain is comparing NST sub-band coefficients with the thresholds, the image and noise 

coefficient which is less than the threshold is set to zero, while the greater one retained or modified. So threshold 

based denoising mainly involves two key factors: the estimation of thresholds and the choice of function for 

thresholding. 

The threshold is estimated by the adaptive bayesian threshold (ABT) method, and a nonlinear thresholding function 

is chosen to deal with NST sub-band coefficients. The threshold estimation is one core of the shrinking threshold 

denoising algorithm. There are many threshold selection methods exist, like VisuShrink, SURE and Bayesian 

threshold estimation methods. Bayesian threshold estimation is follow Bayes standards, set the ideal threshold 

getting in the condition of Bayes minimal risk is: 

               

Where        is the Bayesian risk function. It is very difficult to solve the analytical expressions. So the approximate 

solution usually is calculated by numerical methods in the simulation 

  
  

 
 

Where   is estimating the noise variance, and   is the signal variance estimation. The estimate noise variance    

and the estimated signal variance   can be deduced by equation  

   (      (    )|      )
 
 

      (
 

  
∑∑    

 

 

   

 

   

     ) 

Where     is the lowest frequency coefficient( pixel value) after the transformation,M×N is the size of image.In 

Bayesian threshold estimation, the noise    variance is estimated as a same value in each directional and each level 

sub-bands. However, NST is not an orthogonal transform, the noise variance of sub-bands in each directional and 

each level are different in the NSCT domain. So, the noise variance of every sub-band signal for image  is estimated 

independently. The noise variances are estimated based on the sub-band  image coefficients of each directional and 

each level.For the NSCT sub-band      ( m is the level and n is the direction), its noise variance        is obtained 

by above equation and      is the coefficients of sub-band       

      (
       (|    |)

      
)

 

 

Then,the threshold      of sub-band       is estimted by equation.The most common thresholding functions are the 

hard thresholding function and the soft-thresholding function. The hard threshold denoising is as follow: 

 ̂    {
     |    |    

      |    |   
 

The  soft threshold denoising method is as follows: 

 ̂    {
    (    )(|    |   ) |    |     

                                         |    |   
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 Where T is the threshold,      is the coefficient of the original signal, ̂    is the coefficient of the restore signal. The 

soft and hardthreshold denoising methods are to compares the threshold with the decomposition coefficient of the 

original signal. In these methods, the nonimportant coefficients are set to zero. In hard thresholding, the important 

coefficients remain unchanged. In soft thresholding, the important coefficients are reduced by the absolute threshold 

value. However, there is deviation between the coefficients and the original ones. So, a nonlinear thresholding 

function is applied in the NSCT domain for denoising. The thresholding function is as follows: 

 ̂(   )  {
    ( (   ))(| (   )|           ) | (   )|       

                                         | (   )|      
 

Where      is the threshold of sub-band        (   )      ̂(   ) is the original and denoised coefficients of sub-

band        ,the weighted factor      in the coefficient  (   ) is defined as : 

     
    

(| (   )|    (| (   )|     ))
 

The specific procedure of proposed denoising method based on adaptive Bayes threshold and nonlinear thresholding 

function . 

 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Wavelet transform is an efficient image denoising algorithm, but it shortages shift and orientation invariance,and  

directional selectivity is poor. Aiming at the inadequacies, put forward a kind of Real two-dimension signal sparse 

representation method: Contourlet transform, which has multiresolution,local time-frequency and the opposite 

directions.So the contourlet transform is used for images denoising, better performance. The reason for this is 

because the typical rectangular-sampling grid imposes a prior geometry to discrete images; e.g. strong bias toward 

horizontal and vertical directions. This approache is  typically require an edge-detection stage, followed by an 

adaptive representation.By contrast, wavelets representations are fixed transforms. This feature allows them to be 

easily applied in a wide range of image processing tasks.This fact motivates  development of a directional 

multiresolution transform like wavelets, but directly in the discrete domain, which results in the contourlet 

construction. 

The proposed contourlet filter bank and its associated continuous-domain frames in previous sections provide a 

framework for constructing general directional multiresolution image representations. Since the goal is to develop 

efficient or sparse expansions for images having smooth contours, the next important issues are: what conditions 

should it impose on contourlets to obtain a sparse expansion for that class of images; and  how can it design filter 

banks that can lead to contourlet expansions satisfying those conditions. Here trying to match the form of a smooth 

probability density function, and preferably one that is easy to workwith. (Though as computing power becomes 

better and better, researchers are becomingless concerned with ease of computation.) while Joint probability density 

function described as, X and Y are jointly continuous if there exists a function f(x, y)defined for all real x and y so 

that for every set C of pairs of real numbers.One of the most common probability density functions is theGaussian 

distributionalso known as the normal distribution, or somewhat infamously as the bell curve. 
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The Gaussian probability density function for a random variable  withmean and standard deviation 

                    (
    

   
) 

In contourlet filter bank construction,we replaced the probability density function by the cumulative density 

function,the image vector constructed on basis of cumulative weight of each vector then convert it to vector to 

cumulative density function bank which yields deterministic and exact  results. 

Steps for Proposed methodlogy for Image representation 

 Step 1. Take the input image. 

 Step 2.  Do Multiscale and directional decomposition of input Image(Which is DFB). 

 2.1 Do Multiscale Analysis of Input Image 

2.2 Do Multidirection  Analysis of Input Image 

Step 3.Apply  the contourlet expansion on  Multiscale and multidirection analyzed Image  

 3.1   Do the Parabolic scaling. 

 3.2  Do the Directional vanishing based on cumulative density by calculating the weight vector of image. 

 3.3  Do the Contourlet approximation 

Step 4. Take Contourlet efficient Image. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The synthetically speckled images are generated by multiplying the noise-free ground truth image with a speckle 

noise simulated by passing a complex Gaussian random process through a 3 × 3 averaging filter, since a short-term 

correlation is sufficient to account for real speckle noise, and thentaking the magnitude of the filtered output. 

Furthermore, a number of noisy images with different levels of speckle noise are generated by changing the standard 

deviation of the complex Gaussian random process. The proposed approach is compared with Frost filter which is 

adaptive weiner filter despeckling approache.  

 

Figure1. Results with barbara Image 
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Figure2. Results with Lena Image. 

Table 1 : Experimental result Analysis 

S.No. Test Images Noisy Image 

representation 

(dB) 

Wavelet 

Representation 

(dB) 

Contourlet 

Representation 

(dB) 

1 Lena 9.54 15.35 15.36 

2 Barbara 9.55 12.67 13.09 

3 Peppers 9.57 15.44 15.49 

4 Camera man 9.55 16.64 16.78 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The wavelet transform has been widely used in different scientific applications including signal and image 

processing. This  increasing success, which has been characterised by the adoption of some wavelet-based schemes, 

is due to features inherent to the transform, such as time-scale localisation and multiresolution capabilities. The 

basic concepts of the wavelet transform have been introduced. First, the historical development of the wavelet 

transform and its advent to the field of signal and image processing were reviewed. Then, its features and the 

mathematical foundations behind it were reviewed. To ease the understanding of the wavelet theory, the related 

notations and terms, such as the scaling function, multiresolution, filter bank and others were described and then 

briefly explained. 

 The developed  filter bank has a detailedassociation with the associated continuous-domain contourlet expansion. 

This connection is defined via a directional multiresolution analysis that provides successive refinements at both 

spatial and directional resolution. With parabolic scaling and sufficient directional vanishing moments,with 

cumulative density function and  the contourlet  is shown to achieve the optimal approximation rate for piecewise  

smooth images with  smooth contours. 
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